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Rare B decays provide an opportunity to probe for new physics beyond the Stan-

dard Model. k this paper, we propose to measme the tau polarization in the inclusive

decay B + X,7+7- and discuss how it can be used, in conjunction with other ob-

servable, to completely determine the parameters of the flavor-changing low-energy

effective Hamiltonian. Both the Standard Model and several new physics scenarios are

examined. This process has a large enough branching fraction, w few x 10–7, such that

sticient statistics wi~ be provided by the B-Factories currently under construction.
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The recent first observational] of the inclusive and exclusive radiative decays B +

X~y and B + K*7 have placed the study of rare B decays on a new footing. These

flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) transitions provide fertile testing ground for the

Standard Model (SM) and offer a complementary strategy in the search for new physics by

probing the indirect effects of new particles and interactions in higher order processes. In

particular, the probing of loop induced coupfings can provide a means of testing the detailed

structure of the SM at the level of radiative corrections where the Glashow-Ifiopoulos-Maiani

cance~ations are important. These first measurements have restricted the magnitude of

the electromagnetic penguin transition , resulting in bounds on the vdue[2] of the ratio

of Cabibbo- Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) weak mixing matrix elements IVts/VCbt, as weH as..

providing powerful constraints on new physics [3] which in some classes of models complement

or s-urpass the present bounds obtainable from direct cofider searches.

of the higher orderThe study of rare B decays can be continued with the analysis

process B + X.l+l-. The experimental situation for these decays is very promising[4], with

e+ e– and hadron cofiders closing in on the observation of exclusive modes with 1 = e and

p find states, respectively. These transitions proceed via electromagnetic and Z penguin

as wefl as w ‘box diagrams, and hence can probe different coupfing structures than the ‘

pure elec~romagnetic process B + X,7. Investigation of this decay mode offers exciting

possibilities as various kinematic distributions associated with the find state lepton pair, such

as the lepton pair invariant mass spectrum and the lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry,

can also be measured in addition to the total rate. These distributions are essential in

separating the short distance FCNC processes from the contributing long range physics[5].

In particular, it has been shown [6, 7] that the lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry is

sizable for large values of the top-quark mass and is highly sensitive to contributions from

new physics. Ati et al. [7] have proposed a program to use these distributions, as weu as the
- .-
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total rate for B + XS7, to determine the sign and magnitude of each class of short distance

FCNC contribution in a model independent fashion. Unfortunately, this does not provide

enough observable quantities to uniquely determine each contribution. Here, we propose a

new observable, the tau polarization asymmetry for the decay B + XST+r–. We win show

that this asymmetry dso has a large value for top-quarks in the mass range observed[8] at

the Tevatron, and wi~ be measurable with the high

presently under construction. The tau polarization

together with the above kinematic distributions, wi~

stringent test of the SM.

statistics available at the B-Factories

asymmetry (and the Mrr spectrum)

then provide a complete arsenal for a

The transition rate for B + X,1+4-, including QCD corrections, is computed[9] via

an operator product expansion based on the the effective Hamiltonian,

which is evolved from the electroweak scale down

Group Equations. Here wj represents the relevant

(1)

to p * mb by the Renormalization

CKM factors, and the Oi are a com-

plete set of renormtized dimension five and six operators involving fight fields which govern .

b + s transitions. This basis (involving left-handed fields only) consists of six four-quark

operators 01 _6, the electro- and chromo-magnetic operators respectively denoted as 07,8>

09 N e~LayPb~a~7~4, and U1O- e~~~7Pb~~~7~751. For B + Xsl+f– ~this effective Hamilto-

nian leads to the matrix element (neglecting the strange quark mass)

where qz is the momentum transferred to the lepton pair. The Wilson coefficients Ci of the

b ~ ; operators are ev-dua$ed perturbatively at the electroweak scale where the matching
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conditions are imposed and are then evolved down to the renormfization scale p. C7–10(MW)

are given by the Inami-Lim functions [lO], C2(MW) = —1, and Cl,3_6(~w) = O. The ex-

pressions for the QCD-renormfized coefficients Ci(P) are given exphcitly in Refs. [7, 9].

The effective coefficient of 09 is defined by C~ff(p) - Cg(p) + Y(p, q2) where the function -

Y contains the contributions from the one-loop matrix element of the four-quark operators

and can be found in Refs. [7, 9]. We note that Y(p, q2) contains both red and imaginary

contributions (the imaginary piece arises when the c-quarks in the loop are on-she~). The

differential branching fraction for B 4 X,r+r- is then

+ [lc;~fl’ + ICI012] [(i - 4~) + (1 + :)(1 + i)] (3)

wit h d Wilson coefficients evaluated at p w mb, 6 - q2/m~ ! x = m~/mi j z ~ mc/rnb ~and

~(z) and ~(z) represent the phase space and QCD corrections [n], respectively, to the semi-
.

leptonic rate. This agrees with the Lterature in the zero lepton mass fimit. The differential

branching fraction is scaled to that of the semi-leptonic decay B ~ Xlv to remove the

uncertainties associated with the overa~ factor of m; and to reduce the ambiguities involved

with the imprecisely determined CKM factors.

B + X~4+l– dso receives large long distance contributions from the tree-level pro-

cesses B ~ K(*)*(’) fo~owed by ~(’) ~ 4+4–. These pole contributions are incorporated

into the lepton pair invariant mass spectrum fo~owing the prescription in Ref. [5], where

both on- and off-she~ vector mesons are considered by employing a Breit-Wigner form for
-- .-
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e 1.2 x 10-5 8.5 X 10-7

p 1.0 x 10-5 8.5 X 10-7

T 5.4 x 10-7 4.3 x 10-7

Table 1: Integrated branching fractions for B + X./+l- for the total and high dilepton
mass regions.

the resonance propagator. This produces an additiond contribution to C~f~ of the form

(4)

The resulting differential branching fraction for B 4 X,l+l-, with and without the long

distance resonance contributions, is presented in Fig. la for both 4 = e and T, taking

mt = 180 GeV, mb = 4.87 GeV, and z = 0.316. We see that the pole contributions clearly

overwhelm the branching fraction near the @ and ~’ peaks, and that there is significant

interference between the dispersive part of the resonance and the short distance contributions.

However, suitable 4? invariant mass cuts can efiminate the resonance contributions, and

observations a-way from these peaks cleanly separate out the short distance physics. This

divides the spectrum into two distinct regions[7], (i) low-dilepton mass, 43 S ~ < ~~/m~ – ~,

and (ii) high-dilepton mass, M~,/m~ + & S i S ~~~m, where 6 is to be matched to an

experiment d cut. The integrated branching fractions (without the pole contributions) for

4 = e, p, r are presented in Table 1 for both the tot d and high dilepton mass regions of i.

We note that the branching fraction for B ~ X, T+ T- is comparable to that for 1 = e, p

in the clean i region above the +’ resonance. The exclusive decay B ~ ~~+~- has been

considered in Ref. [12], where the exclusive branching fraction was found to be w 5070 of

the inclusive; this places B(B + ~~+~-) in the range (1 – 2) x 10-7.
-. ...
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The tau polarization asymmetry is defined as

where dB represents the differential B ~ X,~+~– branching

operator is represented as (1 + 75 $)/2, with the normtized

(5)

fraction. The spin projection -

dot product being defined as

6. j = J = + 1 with the —(+) sign corresponding to the case where the spin polarization is

anti-pardel (pardel) to the direction of the ~– momentum. This corresponds to the usual

definition of a polarization asymmetry, given in terms of couptings, i.e,, (L – R)/(L + R),

in the massless case. For the process B + X,T+T– this asymmetry is then calculated to be

–2 [1 – 4Z/~]’J2 CIO [%C;ff(l + 2i) + 6C7]
P.(i) =

D 9 (6)

where D is given by the expression in the curly brackets in Eq. (4). The tau polariza-

tion asymmetry is displayed as a function of i = q2/m~ in Fig. lb, with and without the

long distance resonance contributions, and taking mt = 180 GeV. We see that the asym-

metry vanishes at threshold and grows with increasing i. The value of the total integrated

asymmetry (“i.~.~ averaged over the high dilepton mass region, ~ > 0.6) is –0.484. The ex- ‘

perimentfiy relevant number of events required to measure an asymmetry a at the nu level

is N = n2/Ba2, and is given here by N = n2/(4.3 x 10-7)(—0.484)2 = (n2)9.9 x 106 for the

inclusive decay. The exclusive case of B ~ KT+T– would then yield N w (n2 ) 1.9 x 107.

This result demonstrates that P. wi~ be accessible at the 5U level (even when T identification

efficiencies are taken into account ) at the B-Factories under construction, which wi~ produce

w 109 B mesons per year.

We now explore the sensitivity of P. to new physics. We first investigate the influ-

enc;- “of a change in sign of-the short dist ante cent ributions to C7_10 (holding the magni-
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tudes constant). The results are shown in Fig. 2a, where the dashed,

ted, sohd, and long-dashed curves represent the polarization asymmetry

–CIO(~w), cg,lo(~w) + –C9,10(~w), cg(~w) + –C9(~w), the SM,

dash-dotted, dot-

with CIO(MW) +

and C7,8(~~ ) +

–CT,8(~w), respectively. We see that there is large sensitivity to any combination of sign -

changes in Cg,lo(Mw ), but fittle variation to a sign change in the electro- and chromo-

magnetic operator coefficients. This is due to the fact that the operators 09,10 dominate

the decay in the high i region. We next examine P. in two-Higgs-Doublet models of type

II, where a charged Higgs boson participates in the decay via virtual exchange in the 7, Z

penguin and box diagrams. The modifications to the Wilson coefficients in this model are

.. -given in Deshpande et al. [13]. The resulting tau polarization asymmetry (with ~ = 0.7

and mt = 180 GeV) for various values of the charged Higgs mass is presented in Fig. 2b

as a function of tan ~ = v2/vl, the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the two dou-

blets. We see that the effect of the H* is negligible for values of the parameters which

are consistent with the present constraints from B + X,7[1, 14], i.e., tan ~ ~ 1 and

mH~ > 240 GeV. FinaUy, we study the effects of anomalous trifinear gauge boson cou-

phngs in B + X,1+4-. The dependence of the Ci(Mw) on these anomalous coupfings can

be found in Ref.’ [15]. Figure 2C displays the deviation of Pr (for 4 = 0.7 and m, = 180 GeV)

with non~vanishing values of the anomalous magnetic dipole and electric quadruple WW7

coupfing parameters, Anv and ~~, respectively, and of the parameter g~ which governs the

. z ‘~~ Wtd W. — WVd~W~ ) 2P in the W WZ Lagrangian. For the anomalous cou-term Zg, CP ( , ~

phng parameters considered here, B + X~4+4- natura~y avoids the problem of introducing

cutoffs to regulate the divergent loop integrals due to cance~ations provided by the GIM

mechanism [15]. As expected, we find fit tle sensitivity to modifications in C7,8(~W ) from

anomalous w W7 couphngs, but a large variation due to the influence of anomalous WWZ

ver4iWs in C9,10(Mw).
--
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In conclusion, we have shown that measurement of the r polarization in B + X,~+~-

is highly sensitive to new physics and hence provides a powerful probe of the SM. Together,

measurement of the polarization asymmetry and the remaining kinematic distributions as-

sociated with B + Xsl+l–, wi~ provide enough information to completely determine the

parameters of the FCNC effective Hamiltonian. We find that the values of the polarization

can be precisely determined with the large data samples that wi~ be available at the B-

Factories presently under construction. We eagerly await the completion of these machines!
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Figure 1: (a) Differential branching fraction and (b) tau polarization asymmetry as a function of
i for 1 = ~ (sofid and dashed curves) and / = e (dotted and dash-dotted curves), with and witbout
the long distante resonance contribution.
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Figure 2: Tau polarization asymmetry (a) with changes in the sign of the Wilson coefficients at
the electroweak scale, corresponding to CIO, Cg,lO, Cg, SM C7,* from top to bottom; (b) in two-
Hig s-doublet models as a function of tan@ with m~+ = 50,100,250,500 corresponding to the

fsoh , dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted curves, respectively. The SM value is denoted by the sotid
horizontal fine. (c) with anomalous couptings WWY and WWZ couplings as described in the text.
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